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Abstract: The objectives of this study are to determine the significant relationship between knowledge sharing
behaviour and performance of academic leaders and the significant relationship between corporate
entrepreneurship and performance of academic leaders. This study is also aimed to determine the mediating
effect of corporate entrepreneurship on the relationship between knowledge sharing behaviour and
performance. A quantitative research design based on the questionnaire survey was used to collect the data.
A total of 246 usable responses were received from academic leaders of twenty public universities throughout
the country. The findings reveal significant and positive relationships between knowledge sharing behaviour
and performance and corporate entrepreneurship and performance. In addition, corporate entrepreneurship was
found to partially mediate the knowledge sharing behaviour and performance relationship. The finding of this
study provides empirical evidence that when leaders in the public HEIs share and exchange tacit and explicit
knowledge, their performance will be significantly enhanced. This study has an important implication for both
institutions and policy makers as public HEIs received large amount of public funds and play an important role
in equipping skills and knowledge of the nation’s future leaders.
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INTRODUCTION impact on the performance of the followers, peers and

Public higher education institutions (HEIs) are institution [4][5][6].
continuously looking for strategies to cope with the Normally leadership takes place only between
unprecedented   changes   in   the  global  environment. persons in relationships and in the course of performing
The rapid technological advances, an increasingly their jobs leaders share knowledge, interact, cooperate
assertive   and   diversified   public    demands   and and engage with others within and outside their
heightened   accountability  are  challenging  the  ways organizations. This collaboration is to result in a team with
these  institutions  are  traditionally  being  managed  [1]. shared values and goals as well as to ensure that their
This changing landscape requires some of the public HEIs ideas, insights and knowledge are known and supported
not only to be adaptable and diverse, but also meet those by others [7]. Sharing of knowledge allows leaders to
challenges by responding innovatively [2]. One of the reinforce the interest and commitment of those with whom
strategies is enhancing leadership skills and they work, thus creating more opportunities and
competencies. Leadership in these institutions is different maximizing cooperation across the team [6]. It is argued
from other types of business or industry because it has that knowledge sharing behavior within the institutions
different organizational environment with unique leads to application of new competencies and experiences
constraints on the part of the leaders [3]. The leaders’ that enhances problem-solving and decision-making skills
performance is a matter of great importance because it and also opportunity recognition and innovation
reflects not only their individual effectiveness in [8][9][10]. Hence, a high level of knowledge sharing
performing their roles and duties but it also has significant behavior may  contribute  towards  the  achievement  of

teams which ultimately influences the performance of the
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shared goal and the attainment of higher performance. Thus higher levels of knowledge sharing behavior
Nevertheless, little   is  known  on  knowledge  sharing creates greater and better access to newer knowledge,
behavior in the public higher education institutions (HEIs) making  decisions  and  problem  solving  much  better,
despite the growing demands for these institutions to faster and cheaper [18]. Many studies have found
share resources and expertise. positive relationship between knowledge sharing

HEIs can also sustain stable growth and remain behavior and leadership performance [9][10]. It is argued
competitive in this rapidly changing environment by that when combining the knowledge of individuals into a
becoming more entrepreneurial. These institutions need collective knowledge sharing, leaders can improve their
to become more dynamic and actively and continuously skills, knowledge and abilities needed especially in
identify new opportunities sometimes outside their attempting to solve complicated new problems in different
existing resources and core competencies. Evidences contexts, which may result in better improvement of their
have suggested that organizations that learn how to own performance [19][20]. Leaders can also impact
facilitate entrepreneurship have a more competitive knowledge sharing on their teammates and followers due
advantage and performing well [11][12]. Embracing the to their roles as mentors, facilitators and innovators as
concept of entrepreneurship can address uncertainties well as being controller of resources, incentives and
because these organizations are quick and prompt in rewards and having considerable power to shape
respond   to   changes   in  turbulence  environment  [12]. organizational culture [21][22][23]. 
In addition, entrepreneurship can also generate new ways Similarly, if knowledge is shared its value will grow
of funding, improve performance at operations level and rapidly because the creation of new knowledge enhances
develop alternative means to meet socio-economic leaders’ skills and competencies, thus contributing to
demands. It was also found that lack of attention given to individual’s behaviors, productivity and performance [24].
the implementation of entrepreneurial actions successfully In addition, studies have also found the direct link of
may result in failure among many organizations [13]. knowledge sharing behavior to adaptability, flexibility,

Thus the aim of this study is to explore the learning commitment and job satisfaction which in turn
relationships between knowledge sharing behavior, improve leaders’ competencies and performances [22][23].
corporate entrepreneurship and the performance of Based on these arguments, the following hypothesis is
academic leaders in the public higher education posited:
institutions in Malaysia. Specifically, the objectives of
this study are: (a) to determine the significant relationship H1: Knowledge sharing behavior has a significant effect
between knowledge sharing behaviour and performance on performance of academic leaders in public higher
of academic leaders, (b) to determine the significant education institutions.
relationship between corporate entrepreneurship and
performance of academic leaders and (c) to determine the Corporate Entrepreneurship and Performance:
mediating effect of corporate entrepreneurship on the Considerable attention has been given to the relationship
relationship between knowledge sharing behaviour and between corporate entrepreneurship (CE) and
performance. performance. Many researchers have argued that CE can

Literature Review and Hypotheses Development [25][26][27][28][29][30]. CE can also lead to considerable
Knowledge Sharing Behaviour and Performance: competitive advantage and is part of a successful
Knowledge sharing is a set of behaviors involving organization [31]. CE can result in diversified products
information exchange or assisting others [7] or the and markets as well as being instrumental to producing
provision of task related information and know-how to impressive financial results [32]. CE is also a predictor of
help and collaborate with others to solve problems, growth of small firms [25]. Similarly significant and
develop new ideas, or implement policies or procedures positive relationships were found between the dimensions
[14][15]. This happens when individuals mutually of CE; innovativeness, proactiveness and risk taking with
exchange their tacit and explicit knowledge and in the performance [28][33][34]. Organizations now are forced to
process jointly create new knowledge [16][17]. The newly be innovative with the emergence of new technologies,
created    knowledge   forms    a    critical   factor   that globalization and fragmentation of the markets and at the
affects individuals, teams and also organizational same time continuously be proactive to be ahead of
performance. competitors.  In  addition,  these organizations  may  seize

bolster the organization’s overall performance
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opportunities and commit resources into ventures with Measures: The study adapted the knowledge sharing
uncertain outcome in order to secure better performance. measures from previous studies by Zhang, Vogel and Guo
Based on these arguments, the following hypothesis is [41].   A   questionnaire   consisting  seven  items  was
proposed: applied. Respondents were asked to indicate their

H2: Corporate entrepreneurship has a significant effect on Likert  type scale   ranging   from  1  (not  at  all)  to 5
performance of academic leaders in public higher (frequently). The entrepreneurial orientation (EO) scale of
education institutions. Covin and Slevin [12] was adopted for measuring

Knowledge Sharing Behaviour, Corporate operationally  defined      corporate      entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship and Performance: Knowledge sharing as an aggregate of three dimensions comprising
behavior   is   an   important    ingredient   of   the innovativeness,    proactiveness     and      risk    taking.
entrepreneurial initiatives because it can lead to The questionnaire consists of fifteen (15) items and
efficiency, flexibility and adaptability to face risks and respondents   were    asked     to     indicate    their
uncertainties, increase opportunity-seeking activities, entrepreneurship behaviour   based    on   a     five   point
learning    and  innovation   [35][36][37][38].  In  addition, scale   ranging from   1    (strongly    disagree)   to 5
it enables the better use of knowledge as a powerful asset (strongly    agree).     For     performance      measurement,
to effect in greater entrepreneurial orientation which not a   thirty-eight   (38)  item   questionnaire   adapted   from
only results in product and market competencies but also Fox et al. [42] was utilized. The measures incorporated the
process and administrative competencies which managerial, interpersonal, communication, academic and
significantly leads to enhanced performance [39]. political factors into a single construct and responses
Knowledge sharing behavior enables leaders to exploit were   made   on   a   five-point   scale   ranged   from1
the collection of knowledge, talents, ideas and (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
competencies in enhancing innovation which all lead to
better performance. Thus, it is posited that: Reliability  and  Validity:  Prior   to   exploring   and

H3: Corporate entrepreneurship mediates the relationship sharing behaviour, corporate entrepreneurship and
between knowledge sharing behaviour and performance performance,   the   measures    were   examined   and
of academic leaders in public higher education assessed    to     gauge      reliability       and       validity.
institutions. The   Cronbach   alpha   coefficient      was   used to

Methodology ranged from 0.789 to 0.946 exceeding the recommended
Sample: Data were collected from mail survey of academic minimum level of 0.7 [43]. This suggests that all the
leaders from 20 public universities in Malaysia. measures  have  a  relatively  high  degree  of  reliability
Questionnaires developed based on previous studies (See Table 1 below). 
were randomly mailed to 1000 academic leaders and 246 Factor    analysis    was    also     conducted to
were returned giving an effective response rate of 24.6 ensure  that  the  items  loaded   on   the   factors as
percent. This response rate is considered reasonably expected. Prior to this the suitability of the data was
adequate given the low response usually associated with assessed   through   two   tests;  Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
mail surveys. There is also an issue of non response bias measure    of    sampling    adequacy    (KMO)   and
which is pertinent to survey methodology. Non response Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity. The KMO has to be more
bias exists when there are significant differences between than 0.50 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity has to be
the   answers   of  respondents  and  non  respondents. significant. For factor analyses, principle component
The convention of comparing the respondents of the analysis and Varimax rotation were performed. It was
second wave with those of the early wave was followed suggested that items that had factor loadings lower than
[40]. The early wave group consisted of 115 responses
whereas the second wave group consisted of 131
responses. The T-test performed on the mean responses
of the constructs for these two groups yielded no
statistical differences, thus suggesting that response bias
is not a problem in this study. 

knowledge sharing    behavior    based   on  five-point

corporate entrepreneurship for this study. The study

describing   the   relationships   between   knowledge

evaluate the extent of reliability and the test results

Table 1: Reliability scores
Construct No. of item Alpha score

Knowledge sharing behavior 7 0.789
Corporate entrepreneurship 15 0.889
Performance 38 0.946
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Table 2: Factor analysis for knowledge sharing behaviour 
No Item Factor Loading
1. I share my experience or know how from work with other team members .7806
2. I share my knowledge about know-where or know-how at the request of other team members .743
3. I share work reports and documents with members of my team .714
4. I share related knowledge obtained from other media .688
5. I share report templates, models and designing methodologies with members of my team .680
6. I share success and failure stories about my work in documents with members of my team .624
7. I share my expertise obtained from my education or training with other team members .606

Eigen value 3.405
Percentage of variance explained 49.640
KMO .832
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity: Sig <. 001
Reliability 0.819

Table 3: Factor analysis for corporate entrepreneurship
No Item Factor Loading
1. I find new ways to do things .661
2. I develop new processes, services or products .656
3. I do things that have a chance of not working out .646
4. I tend to implement changes before they are needed .639
5. I often do things in unique ways .625
6. I approach tasks in innovative ways .596
7. I actively fix or improve things I don’t like .575
8. I keep ahead of changes instead of responding to them .564
9. I take the initiative to start projects or assignments .560
10. I will take calculated risks despite the possibility of failure .546
11. I engage in activities that have a chance of not working out .545
12. I approach new assignments/activities in a cautious manner .429

Eigen value 6.656
Percentage of variance explained 55.465
KMO .847
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity: Sig <. 001 Reliability .814

0.40    should     be    eliminated    ([44] et   al.,   2006).
Table  2  shows  the   KMO   value   for   knowledge
sharing    behaviour    was   0.832    and   the   Bartlett’s
Test of     Sphericity     was    significant    at    p<0.001.
The   results   support   the  factorability   of   the   data.
The varimax rotated principle component factor analysis
applied has resulted in a single factor loading that
explained 49.640 percent of the variance. Factor loading
was based on 7 items that represented knowledge sharing
behavior and no deletion was made as all items met the
loading criteria [44].

Table 3 shows the KMO value of 0.847 and the
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity significance level at p<0.001
for corporate entrepreneurship. The results support the
factorability of the data. The varimax rotated principle
component factor analysis applied has resulted in a single
factor loading that explained 55.465 percent of the
variance and factor loading was based on 12 items that
represented corporate entrepreneurship. Three items were
omitted as they were below the threshold value of 0.40
[44].

Table 4: Regression analysis for knowledge sharing behaviour, CE and
performance

Std Error T Sig.

Performance (constant)
Knowledge sharing behaviour .041 .391 6.663 .000*
Corporate entrepreneurship .044 .368 6.773 .000*

R square =. 361, Adjusted R square =. 356, 
* Sig p< 0.001

Hypotheses Testing: Multiple regressions analysis was
used to examine H1 that is the relationships between
knowledge sharing behaviour and performance and H2
that is the relationship between corporate
entrepreneurship and performance. Multiple regressions
was employed because it not only predicts the effect of
independent variables (knowledge sharing behaviour and
corporate entrepreneurship) on the dependent variable
(performance), but it also simultaneously examine the
unique strength and direction of the individual
contribution of independent variables on the dependent
variable. Results from the analysis are shown in Table 4.
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The table shows that both knowledge sharing behaviour behaviour leadership and corporate entrepreneurship as
and corporate entrepreneurship have significant positive predictor variables (  = 0.368, p<.001). Finally, the effect
relationship to performance and these two variables of knowledge sharing behaviour was still significant but
explained 35 percent of the variability in performance. with a reduced beta value when corporate
Therefore H1 and H2 are accepted. These findings concur entrepreneurship as a mediator was added in the
with many past studies which found significant and regression (  = 0.391 to  = 0.288). Thus, H3 is partially
positive relationship between knowledge sharing supported as partial mediation was registered because the
behavior and performance in the industry [24][18][9][10] effect of knowledge sharing behaviour on performance
and also in the academic setting [23]. Similarly the finding was reduced to a significant level.
of H2 also confirms past studies on positive and
significant relationships between corporate DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
entrepreneurship and performance [45][27][46][47][48][34].

To test hypothesis 3 (H3) that is the mediating effect The first objective of this study aimed to investigate
of   corporate   entrepreneurship  on  the  relationship the effect of knowledge sharing behaviour on
between knowledge sharing behaviour and performance, performance of academic leaders in public higher
a regression procedure specified  by  Baron  and  Kenny education institutions. The findings reveal that
[49]    was    used.    According      to     this    procedure, knowledge sharing behaviour has a significant positive
it must be demonstrated that the predictor variable effect to performance and this means that a higher level of
(knowledge sharing behaviour) is related independently knowledge sharing behaviour would result in a higher
to both mediator (corporate entrepreneurship) and level of performance of academic leaders in the Malaysian
outcome (performance) variables. The mediation takes public HEIs. Effective knowledge sharing amongst
place where  the  regression  coefficient  associated  with academic leaders enables them to contribute and
knowledge sharing behavior and performance relationship distribute their ideas, work-related knowledge, expertise
shrinks or goes to zero when corporate entrepreneurship and experience to others. It also enables academic leaders
as a mediator is added to the equation. If the effect goes to consider other people’s ideas and insights and learn
to zero when the mediator is added than full mediation has from them resulting in the enhancement of their
taken place, however, if the effect only shrinks in the capabilities and competencies to perform their roles and
presence of the mediator, then partial mediation has duties. Greater awareness and larger access to new
occurred. Figure 1 shows a model of relationships knowledge through knowledge sharing allow them to
between knowledge sharing behavior, corporate cope with the challenges that come with their roles and
entrepreneurship and performance. It indicates that the responsibilities, hence facilitate them to perform better. 
conditions for mediation as suggested by Baron and Since the individual academic leaders’ performances
Kenny [49] were met. First, the predictor variable have a significant contributory effect on organizational
(knowledge sharing behaviour) was significantly related performance, although not examined in this study, it is
to performance (  = 0.391, p<.001) and second it was also likely that HEIs’ performance may as well be enhanced
significant to corporate entrepreneurship as a mediator with their superior performance as a result of higher
variable (  = 0.244, p<.001). Third, the mediator variable to knowledge sharing behaviour amongst them. The second
performance was significant with both knowledge sharing objective  of  the  study  investigated  the  effect of

Fig. 1: Mediation model of corporate entrepreneurship attributes the academic leaders in the HEIs need to
on knowledge sharing behaviour-performance sharpen their problem solving and decision-making skills
relationship and hence giving exceptional performances. 

corporate entrepreneurship on performance of academic
leaders.   The  findings  also  similar  with  past  studies
(e.g. [50][51][52][53]) that revealed significant and positive
relationship to performance which indicates that as
corporate entrepreneurship levels increase performance
also increases. This suggests that academic leaders who
exhibit high level of innovativeness, who are proactive
and have a high propensity to take or accept risks are
likely to positively impact their performance. These are the
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Examining the mediating effect of corporate 5. Bass, B.M. and R. Bass, 2008. The Bass handbook of
entrepreneurship on the relationship between knowledge leadership: Theory, research and managerial
sharing behaviour and performance was the third and final applications. New York: Free Press. 
objective of the study. The finding establishes that the 6. Wang, G., I. Oh, S.H. Courtrigh and A.C. Colbert,
effect of knowledge sharing behaviour on performance is 2011.    Performance     across    criteria   and   levels:
a mediated relationship where corporate entrepreneurship A  meta-analytic  review  of  25  years  of  research.
acts as a conduit in enhancing the effect of their Group and Organization Management, 36(2): 223-270.
relationships. According to Baron and Kenny [49] a 7. Connelly, C.E. and E.K. Kelloway, 2003. Predictors of
mediated relationship is assumed if a predictor variable employees’ perceptions of knowledge sharing
has its effect on the outcome variable via a mediator cultures. Leadership and Organizational Development
variable. Thus the effect caused by knowledge sharing Journal, 24(5): 294-301.
behaviour on performance is shared by the influence of 8. Jackson, S.E., C.H. Chuang, E.E. Harden, Y. Jiang and
the direct effect of corporate entrepreneurship on J.M. Joseph, 2006. Toward developing human
performance. Those academic leaders who possess resource management systems for knowledge
knowledge sharing attributes are also inclined towards intensive teamwork. In J.M. Joseph (ed). Research in
corporate   entrepreneurship,   resulting   in   higher personnel    and    human   resources   management,
performance. pp: 27-70). Amsterdam: JAI.

This study has contributed to a better understanding 9. Fleming, D. and H. Soborg, 2010. Malaysia’s human
of leadership attributes and behaviors in public higher resource strategies for a knowledge-based economy:
education institutions, nevertheless it has some Comparing the influence of different labour market
limitations that must be considered and possibly relations. European Journal of Social Sciences, 16(2):
addressed in future research. First, the cross-sectional 278-298.
nature of this study could only capture and analyse a 10. Yesil,   S.,   T.  Buyukbese  and  A.  Koska,  2013.
snapshot of a phenomenon and therefore failed to Exploring the link between knowledge sharing
examine the change of respondents’ perception over time. enablers, innovation capability and innovation
This can be overcome by conducting a longitudinal study performance. International Journal of Innovation
to track the perceptions of respondents over a Management, 17(4): 121-141.
considerable period of time. The study was also limited by 11. Zahra,    S.A.  and      J.G.      Covin,    1995.
the use of a self-reported questionnaire which made it Contextual influences on the corporate
impossible to validate respondents’ profile to clarify the entrepreneurship   and    performance    relationship:
meaning of questions. Finally, only a single research A longitudinal analysis. Journal of Business
methodology approach was employed and future research Venturing, 10(1): 43-49.
through other methods could be undertaken to 12. Mahmood, R., 2013. Developing a corporate
triangulate. entrepreneurship model for the sustainability of
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